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Euclidean Skeletons of Digital Image and
Volume Data in Linear Time
by the Integer Medial Axis Transform
Wim H. Hesselink, Affiliate Member, IEEE, and Jos B.T.M. Roerdink, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—A general algorithm for computing euclidean skeletons of 2D and 3D data sets in linear time is presented. These skeletons
are defined in terms of a new concept, called the integer medial axis ðIMAÞ transform. We prove a number of fundamental properties
of the IMA skeleton and compare these with properties of the centers of maximal disks (CMD) skeleton. Several pruning methods for
IMA skeletons are introduced (constant, linear, and square-root pruning) and their properties studied. The algorithm for computing the
IMA skeleton is based upon the feature transform using a modification of a linear-time algorithm for euclidean distance transforms.
The skeletonization algorithm has a time complexity that is linear in the number of input points and can be easily parallelized. We
present experimental results for several data sets, looking at skeleton quality, memory usage, and computation time, both for
2D images and 3D volumes.
Index Terms—Feature transform, integer medial axis, euclidean skeletonization, integer perpendicular bisector.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
IN computer vision, skeleton generation is often one of thefirst steps in image description and analysis. Intuitively, a
skeleton consists of the center lines of an object and,
therefore, skeletons provide important structural informa-
tion about image objects by a relatively small number of
pixels [1].
There are four main approaches to skeletonization [2]:
1. thinning, that is, iterative removal of points from the
boundary,
2. wave propagation from the boundary,
3. detection of crest points in the distance transformed
image, and
4. analytical methods such as based on Voronoi
diagrams.
A large number of skeletonization algorithms exist, see, i.e.,
[3], many of them based upon mathematical morphology
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
We note that, in algorithms of type 3, one often restricts
oneself to a local maxima of the distance transform [10], but,
in this way, one obtains too few skeleton points. The
approach we present here is a variant of the third approach
using a definition of skeletons based on Blum’s medial axis
transform [11].
Often, one is satisfied with approximations to the
euclidean metric (for example, using chamfer metrics). In
1980, Danielsson [12] gave two good approximating
euclidean distance transform (EDT) algorithms and applied
them to obtain the centers of maximal (integer) disks
ðCMDÞ, see below. He notes (p. 243) that the application of
skeletons has been hampered by the lack of true euclidean
distance maps. Especially in the 3D case, where data size
can be very large, many existing algorithms for computing
3D euclidean skeletons are computationally too expensive
[13]. Ge and Fitzpatrick [14] clearly identified the problem
to determine the centers of maximal disks (CMD): “The
problems with existing methods lie in the discrepancies
between continuous and discrete image maps.” The paper
[14] also mentions the goal of linking the CMD into
connected skeletons.
The main contribution of the present work is that we
present a simple and easily parallelizable linear time
algorithm, which computes a skeleton defined in terms of
a new concept, called the integer medial axis ðIMAÞ trans-
form. The algorithm works in arbitrary dimensions and is
based upon the general linear time EDT algorithm of Hirata
[15], which has been rediscovered several times, that is, by
ourselves, see Meijster et al. [16], and later by Maurer et al.
[17], [18]. Note that our algorithm works directly on grid
data (pixels in 2D, voxels in 3D). The skeletonization of
polygonal data or cellular complexes is outside the scope of
this paper.
The skeletonization algorithm has two phases. First, a
feature transform is computed which uses essentially the
same algorithm as for the distance transform, the difference
being that not only are distances computed, but also
background points that realize the closest distance. The
actual skeletonization is performed in a second pass
through the data, where the integer medial axis is
computed by assigning points to the skeleton depending
on their feature transform.
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This paper is an extended version of our preliminary
work presented at the International Symposium on Math-
ematical Morphology (ISMM ’05) [19] and contains a
thorough theoretical treatment of the mathematical proper-
ties of IMA skeletons, a more detailed discussion of
skeleton postprocessing, and several examples of volume
visualizations of 3D skeletons.
The IMA-skeleton in 3D will in general consist of surface
and line segments. To arrive at a line skeleton in 3D (that is,
a 1D centerline of a 3D object), a further extension of our
method would be required, which we will consider in
future work.
Often, simplification or pruning of the skeleton is used as
a postprocessing step to remove unwanted points, which
especially arise in noisy data [20]. In our approach, skeleton
pruning is handled in the algorithm itself during the second
pass of the algorithm. In our initial approach [19], this was
achieved via a single adjustable parameter; in the version
presented in this paper, we develop a so-called square-root
pruning, which no longer involves tuning parameters and
effectively suppresses artifacts due to straight boundary
discretization. Another possibility would be to first extract
the boundaries of image objects and then compute the
shortest distances along boundary points. This leads to
nicer skeletons, at the expense of increased computation
time. This method was introduced by Strzodka and Telea
[21], who also developed an efficient implementation on
graphics hardware.
Our method does not aim at a minimal skeleton useful
for image compression with exact reconstruction, but at an
efficient computation of skeletons directly from the eu-
clidean feature transform, thus avoiding the costly and
complicated phase of removing centers of not-quite-max-
imal disks by the techniques in [22]. We establish a number
of mathematical properties of the IMA and point out some
relations to Blum’s real medial axis ðRMAÞ and to the CMD
skeleton. The IMA-skeleton does not necessarily preserve
the topology of the input image nor does the CMD skeleton
(see [23] for a general discussion of digital topology). More
work is needed to establish the topological characteristics of
the IMA skeleton. Below, we will state a conjecture about
the connectivity (in a special sense) of the unpruned
IMA-skeleton. In practice, connectivity will be lost during
pruning. If desired, postprocessing techniques such as
connected or topology-preserving thinning can be applied
to the (pruned) IMA-skeleton. The main advantage of the
IMA-skeleton is that it can be computed in linear time
(including the pruning step), which makes it feasible for the
interactive skeletonization of large 3D data sets. It can be
shown that the IMA allows perfect reconstruction of the
input image, although it is not a minimal skeleton.
Reconstruction issues will be discussed elsewhere.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we briefly review our linear time feature
transform computation, which forms the basis of our
skeletonization method. In Section 3, we then introduce
the IMA skeleton and prove a number of fundamental
properties. Pruning of IMA skeletons is considered in
Section 4. In Section 5, an efficient algorithm to compute the
IMA skeleton is developed. For all program parts, explicit
and compact pseudocode is given. Some experimental
results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains
conclusions and ideas for future work.
2 FEATURE TRANSFORM COMPUTATION
We briefly describe extension of the EDT algorithm to the
computation of feature transforms, closely adhering to the
notation and approach given in [16]. The algorithm can deal
with several types of distances (Manhattan, chessboard, or
chamfer distances), but we will limit ourselves to the case of
the euclidean distance here since we focus on euclidean
skeletons in this paper.
The length of a vector r 2 IRd is denoted by
krk ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPi r2ip . We regard Z d as a grid embedded in IRd.
The elements of Z d are called grid points.
A binary image is a pair ðA; F Þ, where A is a rectangular
box of grid points and F is a subset of A, called the
foreground. The complement B ¼ A n F of F within A is
called the background and A is called the box. We are mainly
interested in 2D or 3D images, but the theory is most easily
formulated for d-dimensional images with d  2. The set A is
thus a rectangular subset of the grid Z d, which itself is a
subset of the euclidean vector space IRd with the standard
inner product and associated euclidean distance.
The euclidean distance transform dt of B is the function
that assigns to every grid point r the distance to the nearest
background point, so dtðr; BÞ ¼ minfkr yk jy 2 Bg. The
feature transform FT is defined as the set-valued function
that assigns to r the set of closest background points.
Therefore, we have FT ðr; BÞ ¼ fy 2 B j kr yk ¼ dtðr; BÞg.
The parameter B is omitted from dt and FT when it is clear
from the context.
It is possible to compute FT (for a linear-time algorithm,
see [24]), but it is computationally cheaper and sufficient for
our purposes to compute, for every point r, just a single
feature transform point ftðrÞ. Therefore, the function ft is
incompletely specified by ftðrÞ 2 FT ðrÞ. In fact, we
compute ftðrÞ as the first element of FT ðrÞ with respect
to a lexical ordering.
The computation of ft proceeds in d phases. We specify
the results of these phases as follows: For 0 < i  d, let Li be
the i-dimensional subspace spanned by the first i standard
basis vectors of IRd. The ith phase computes the
i-dimensional feature transform fti that is characterized by
ftiðrÞ 2 FT ðr; B \ ðrþ LiÞÞ. Here, rþ Li ¼ frþ xjx 2 Lig
denotes the subspace Li translated over the vector r. The
result of the last phase is ft ¼ ftd. Since the components of
ftiðrÞ orthogonal to Li are always equal to the correspond-
ing components of r, we only compute and use the
orthogonal projection of fti on Li.
In Algorithms 1-3, we present the computation for the
case d ¼ 3 in a box of size ðm;n; pÞ. Since fti is a vector-
valued function, the three components of ftiðrÞ are written
fti½r:x, fti½r:y, and fti½r:z.
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Algorithm 1: Program fragment for the first phase—1D
feature transform in 3D.
Input: binary image b of size m n p
Output: feature transform ft1 along the first dimension
forall y 2 ½0 . . .n 1, z 2 ½0 . . . p 1 do
ð scan 1 Þ
if b½m 1; y; z then g½m 1 :¼ 0
else g½m 1 :¼ 1
endif
for x :¼ m 2 downto 0 do
if b½x; y; z then g½x :¼ 0
else g½x :¼ 1þ g½xþ 1
endif
end for
ð scan 2 Þ
ft1½0; y; z:x :¼ g½0
for x :¼ 1 to m 1 do
if x ft1½x 1; y; z:x  g½x then
ft1½x; y; z:x :¼ ft1½x 1; y; z:x
else
ft1½x; y; z:x :¼ xþ g½x
endif
end forall
Algorithm 2: Program fragment for the second phase.
Input: feature transform ft1 along the first dimension
Output: feature transform ft2 along the second dimension
forall x 2 ½0 . . .m 1, z 2 ½0 . . . p 1 do
q :¼ 0; s½0 :¼ 0; t½0 :¼ 0
for u :¼ 1 to n 1 do ð scan 1 Þ
while q  0 ^ fðt½q; s½qÞ > fðt½q; uÞ do
q :¼ q  1
if q < 0 then
q :¼ 0; s½0 :¼ u
else
w :¼ 1þ Sepðs½q; uÞ
if w < n then




for u :¼ n 1 downto 0 do ð scan 2 Þ
ft2½x; u; z:x :¼ ft1½x; s½q; z:x
ft2½x; u; z:y :¼ s½q
if u ¼ t½q then q :¼ q  1 endif
end for
end forall
Algorithm 3: Program fragment for the third phase.
Input: feature transform ft2 along the second dimension
Output: feature transform ft3 along the third dimension
forall x 2 ½0 . . .m 1, y 2 ½0 . . .n 1 do
q :¼ 0; s½0 :¼ 0; t½0 :¼ 0
for u :¼ 1 to p 1 do ð scan 1 Þ
while q  0 ^ fðt½q; s½qÞ > fðt½q; uÞ do
q :¼ q  1
if q < 0 then
q :¼ 0; s½0 :¼ u
else
w :¼ 1þ Sepðs½q; uÞ
if w < p then




for u :¼ p 1 downto 0 do ð scan 2 Þ
ft3½x; y; u:x :¼ ft2½x; y; s½q:x
ft3½x; y; u:y :¼ ft2½x; y; s½q:y
ft3½x; y; u:z :¼ s½q
if u ¼ t½q then q :¼ q  1 endif
end for
end forall
The first phase is the computation of ft1 given in
Algorithm 1. For every pair ðy; zÞ, it consists of two
scans over the line ð0; y; zÞ þ L1. The background B is
represented here by a 3D Boolean array b, i.e.,
bðx; y; zÞ  true() ðx; y; zÞ 2 B. In the first scan, g½x
becomes the distance to the next background point along
the line. The second scan collects ft1.
The second and third phases are given in Algorithms 2
and 3. In the body of the outer loop, the value of fti is
computed from fti1 for a given scan line, again by two
scans. The results of the forward scan are collected on
stacks s and t, with common stack pointer q. The
backward scan reaps fti as harvest. The auxiliary
functions f and Sep are given by fði; uÞ ¼ ði uÞ2 þ gðuÞ
and Sepði; uÞ ¼ ðu2  i2 þ gðuÞ  gðiÞÞ divð2ðu iÞÞ, where
the function g is the squared EDT of the previous phase.
Therefore, gðiÞ ¼ ðx ft1½x; i; z:xÞ2 in phase 2 and gðiÞ ¼
ðx ft2½x; y; i:xÞ2 þ ðy ft2½x; y; i:yÞ2 in phase 3. Note that,
in the body of the outer loop, we regard x and z as constants
for phase 2 and x and y as constants for phase 3.
Since the algorithm is completely analogous to our
algorithm for the EDT, we refer to [16] for further details.
3 SKELETONIZATION
The feature transform of a data set can be used to compute
its skeleton. We first examine the definition of the medial
axis [11], see also [25], [12], [14], [22]. Actually, we present
three possible formalizations: CMD, RMA, and IMA. Since
RMA is not restricted to grid points, whereas CMD and
IMA are, the latter two are the main contenders.
3.1 The Real Medial Axis and CMD Skeleton
For the moment, we assume that the background B is a
closed subset of IRd. For every point x 2 IRd, we can form
the largest open disk Dðx; rÞ ¼ fy 2 IRd j kx yk < rg that is
disjoint with B. This is called the inscribed disk of x. If an
inscribed disk at point p is not contained in any other
inscribed disk of B, we call it a maximal disk with center p.
We define the RMA to consist of the points x 2 IRd nB,
which are centers of maximal disks.
For x 2 Z d, the inscribed integer disk MðxÞ is the
intersection Dðx; rÞ \ Z d, where Dðx; rÞ is its inscribed
disk. The set CMD consists of the points x 2 Z d for
which MðxÞ is not contained in any MðyÞ with y 6¼ x, see
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also [14], [22]. As is presumably well known, it is not true
that CMD 	 RMA \ Z d.
Example 1. LetB consist of the four points (0, 0), (3, 0), (0, 3),
and (3, 3). The intersectionRMA \ Z d is empty, butCMD
contains the points (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), and (2, 2).
Our aim is to define a skeleton that looks like the RMA of
a smoothing of the background and tends to be connected
when the complement of the background is connected
while still being computable in linear time. In contrast,
CMD is better for the compression of binary images in the
sense that CMD contains fewer points, while the image still
is reconstructible from CMD. We will consider image
reconstruction in another publication.
Recall that dtðxÞ ¼ minfkx yk j y 2 Bg and FT ðxÞ ¼
fy 2 B j kx yk ¼ dtðxÞg. Clearly, dtðxÞ is the radius of the
inscribed disk of x (for x 2 B, we regard the empty set as an
open disk with radius 0). The function ft : IRd ! B is
incompletely specified by ftðxÞ 2 FT ðxÞ.
The next lemma may not be surprising, but it seems to
be new.
Lemma 2. Assume B is a discrete (that is, locally finite) subset of
IRd. Let x 2 IRd. Then, x 2 RMA if and only if FT ðxÞ has
more than one element.
Proof. Suppose FT ðxÞ contains two different elements y
and z. Put r ¼ dtðxÞ. We have to prove that Dðx; rÞ is not
contained in some other inscribed disk. Assume that
Dðx; rÞ is contained in the inscribed disk Dðw; sÞ. Then, y
is a background point in the closures of both disks;
therefore, both disks have the same tangential hyper-
planes in y; therefore, the point x lies on the line segment
from w to y. By the same argument, x also lies on the line
segment from w to z. It follows that x ¼ w and r ¼ s.
Conversely, assume x 2 RMA. Then, x 62 B and its
inscribed disk Dðx; rÞ is not contained in any other
inscribed disk. We have to prove that FT ðxÞ has more
than one element. Assume that FT ðxÞ ¼ fyg. Since
x =2 B, we have x 6¼ y. Since the background B is
discrete, there is s > r such that Dðx; sÞ \B ¼ fyg. We
now choose a point w such that x lies on the line
segment from w to y and that kw xk < 12 ðs rÞ. Then,
Dðw; kw ykÞ is an inscribed disk that contains Dðx; rÞ.
This is a contradiction. tu
The main point of this lemma is that it is not true when B
is not discrete. For example, let B be the ellipse in IR2 given
by the equation x2 þ a2y2 ¼ a2 for a > 1. The RMA is the
segment of the long axis that consists of the points ðt; 0Þ
with jtj  a a1, strictly inside the ellipse. The two
extremal points x
 ¼ 
ða a1Þ belong to RMA and yet
have only one element in FT ðx
Þ.
Henceforth, we assume that the background consists of
grid points only, that is, that B 	 Z d. It follows that B is
discrete so that Lemma 2 applies. The following result is
almost trivial to verify, but it is quite useful.
Lemma 3. Let x 2 IRd and let y; z be two different elements of
FT ðxÞ. Then, ky zk  1. If, moreover, x 2 Z d, then
ky zk > 1.
3.2 The Integer Medial Axis
Since we assume the background now to consist of grid
points only, RMA contains many points that would
disappear when the background is smoothed to the curved
(hyper)surface in IRd it is supposed to represent. For
example, in the case of a background that consists of the
grid points of a horizontal line in IR2, the RMA consists of
the vertical lines with odd-half-integer x-coordinates. There-
fore, we introduce a skeleton definition that avoids these
unwanted points.
Let E ¼ fe 2 Z d j kek ¼ 1g. The elements of E are called
unit vectors.
Definition 4. The IMA consists of the points p 2 Z d such that,
for some e 2 E, we have kftðpþ eÞ  ftðpÞk > 1 and
km ftðpþ eÞk  km ftðpÞk, where m ¼ pþ 12 e is the
midpoint of the line segment from p to pþ e.
The reason to use ft rather than FT is that ft is
computationally cheaper since it involves a single closest
point instead of the set of all closest points in the case of FT .
Also, the restriction of FT to Z d may well be single valued
everywhere so that consideration of neighboring points is
needed in any case. For a linear-time algorithm to compute
the feature transform sets FT , see [24].
The reason for requiring the distance to be strictly greater
than 1 is to avoid skeleton points that are merely due to the
discreteness of the background. The second condition on
the pair ðp; pþ eÞ in the definition of IMA is introduced to
get one point, rather than two, and specifically the point
that is closest to the perpendicular bisector of the line
segment from ftðpÞ and ftðpþ eÞ. If p and pþ e are equally
close, both are included. We prefer IMA over CMD since it
is easier to compute and seems to give more image
information when the background is a discretization of a
continuous background.
The following lemma says that IMA is disjoint with the
background.
Lemma 5. IMA \B ¼ ;.
Proof. Assume p 2 IMA \B. Then, ftðpÞ ¼ p, and
t h e r e i s e 2 E wi t h kftðpþ eÞ  pk > 1 and
km pk  km ftðpþ eÞk, where m ¼ pþ 12 e. It fol-
lows that 12  km ftðpþ eÞk and, hence, that
kp ftðpþ eÞk  1, a contradiction. tu
The definition of IMA is primarily motivated by the next
result, which shows that IMA has “enough” elements. A
Manhattan path on Z d is a sequence of grid points such that
every pair of subsequent points has distance 1 (and is
therefore along one of the coordinate axes).
Theorem 6. Let p and q be points of the background B and let L
be a shortest Manhattan path from p to q. If L is not contained
in B, it contains a point of IMA.
Proof. Let rðiÞ, 0  i  k, be the shortest Manhattan path
from p to q that is not contained in B. Since it is a
Manhattan path from p to q, we have rð0Þ ¼ p, rðkÞ ¼ q,
and krðiþ 1Þ  rðiÞk ¼ 1 for all 0  i < k. Since the path
is not contained in B, there is an index j with 0 < j < k
and rðjÞ 62 B. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that rð1Þ 62 B.
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Let xðiÞ ¼ ftðrðiÞÞ for all i. Then, xð0Þ ¼ p and xðkÞ ¼ q
and xð1Þ 6¼ rð1Þ. We have kp rð1Þk ¼ 1 and, hence,
dtðrð1ÞÞ ¼ 1. By Lemma 3, this implies that xð1Þ ¼ xð0Þ or
kxð1Þ  xð0Þk > 1. If x satisfies kxðjþ 1Þ  xðjÞk  1 for
all j, then xð1Þ ¼ xð0Þ, so x represents a shorter
Manhattan path than r, contrary to the assumption that
r is a shortest Manhanttan path. It follows that there is an
index j with 0  j < k and kxðjþ 1Þ  xðjÞk > 1. Put
m ¼ 12 ðrðjþ 1Þ þ rðjÞÞ. If km xðjþ 1Þk  km xðjÞk,
then rðjÞ 2 IMA. Otherwise, rðjþ 1Þ 2 IMA. In that
case, jþ 1 < k because of Lemma 5. tu
As an illustration of the theorem, see Fig. 1. In both cases,
any interior shortest Manhattan path between discrete
background points indeed intersects IMA. Note also the
effect of the discreteness of the background on IMA in case
of the ellipse: Instead of a central line segment, as in the
continuous case, there are now a large number of line
segments radiating out toward the background. The
suppression (pruning) of such undesired effects will be
considered in Section 4.
Although the previous theorem can be interpreted as
saying that IMA has enough elements, the next result
shows that IMA has not too many elements in the sense
that every one of them is close to RMA.
Theorem 7. For every p 2 IMA, there is e 2 E and t 2 IR with
0  t  12 and pþ te 2 RMA.
Proof. Let p 2 IMA. Then, there is e 2 E with kftðpÞ 
ftðpþ eÞk > 1 a n d km ftðpÞk  km ftðpþ eÞk,
where m ¼ pþ 12 e. First, assume that ftðpÞ 2 FT ðmÞ.
Then, ftðpÞ is the closest point on B to m.
T h e r e f o r e , km ftðpÞk  km ftðpþ eÞk. S i n c e
km ftðpÞk  km ftðpþ eÞk, it follows that km
ftðpÞk ¼ km ftðpþ eÞk and that both ftðpÞ and ftðpþ
eÞ are elements of FT ðmÞ. In view of Lemma 2, this
implies thatm 2 RMA is a point as looked for. It remains
to treat the case with ftðpÞ 62 FT ðmÞ. Let point z be the
last point of the line segment from p to m with
ftðpÞ 2 FT ðzÞ. By continuity, this point exists. Since
ftðpÞ 62 FT ðz0Þ for points z0 arbitrary close to z, the set
FT ðzÞ consists of more than one element. Therefore,
z 2 RMA. tu
The converse of this theorem is not true. The simplest
counterexample in IR2 is the case mentioned at the
beginning of this section: If B ¼ fðx; 0Þjx 2 Z g, then IMA
is empty and RMA equals all perpendicular bisectors of
neighboring pairs.
3.3 Connectivity of IMA versus CMD
As illustrated by Theorem 6, IMA has some good
connectivity properties. In general, we conjecture that, if
the complement of B is bounded and connected, then IMA
is connected with respect to 8-connectivity in Z 2 or, more
generally, sq2-connectivity for Z d (see Section 3.4). In that
respect, it is better than CMD.
Example 8. Let B be the intersection of Z 2 with the union of
the x-axis and the y-axis. Then, IMA consists of the
points ðx;
xÞ for all x 2 Z n f0g and CMD is a subset of
IMA that contains ð
3
 3Þ and ð
4;
4Þ, but misses at







One might conjecture that, for every point
p 2 CMD n IMA, there is an e 2 E with pþ e 2 IMA. This,
however, is not true, as is shown by the following example:
Example 9. Consider inZ 2 the imagewith the background B
that consists of the four points ð83; 14Þ, ð14; 83Þ,
ð83;14Þ, and ð14;83Þ (note the rotational symmetry).
It turns out that p ¼ ð4; 1Þ is an element of CMD. The






Although the CMD is not always contained in the IMA,
we will describe elsewhere that the IMA allows perfect
reconstruction of the input image.
The complement of IMA [B can be Manhattan-con-
nected in nontrivial ways. The simplest case is B ¼
fð2; 2Þ; ð3; 2Þ; ð2; 3Þg in Z 2. Here, IMA consists of the integer
solutions of x ¼ y  3. A more complicated example in Z 3
uses the background B ¼ H [ L, where H is the halfplane
of the points ðx; y; zÞ with z ¼ 0  x and L is the halfline of
the points with x ¼ y ¼ 0  z. In this case, IMA is the union
C [Q
, where C is an approximation of the half-cone of the
real points with x2 þ y2 ¼ z2 ^ z  1 ^ x  0 and the two
quarterplanes Q
 of the solutions of 1  z ¼ 
y ^ x  0; see
Fig. 2. Since the quarterplanes Q
 do not touch, the
complement of IMA [B is Manhattan connected.
3.4 The Integer Perpendicular Bisector
In this section, we analyze IMA for the case where the
background has precisely two elements.
An easy linear algebra calculation shows that, for all p, x,
and y 2 IRd, we have
kp xk  kp yk  ðy x; 2p x yÞ  0: ð1Þ
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional images with their skeletons. Left: Original
images (foreground in black, background in white). Right: IMA skeleton.
Fig. 2. Example: When the background equals the union of a halfplane
and orthogonal halfline (black color), the IMA is the union of a half-cone
and two quarterplanes (white/gray color). See text for details.
Here, ð   ;   Þ is used to denote the standard inner product
of IRd. The equivalence remains valid when  is replaced
by  or ¼ . In particular, the “real” perpendicular bisector
of the line segment from x to y consists of the vectors p with
ðy x; 2p x yÞ ¼ 0. If we want a reasonable number of
grid points on the bisector, we have to relax the condition
that the inner product should be 0. This is done in the
following definition:
Recall that the L1 norm on IRd is given by
kxk1 ¼ maxi jxij. We define the integer perpendicular bisector
of the line segment between grid points x and y to consist of
the grid points p 2 Z d with jðy x; 2p x yÞj  ky xk1.
Lemma 10. Let x and y be grid points with kx yk > 1. Let
B ¼ fx; yg. Then, IMA equals the integer perpendicular
bisector of the line segment between x and y.
Proof. Write H for the integer perpendicular bisector of the
line segment between x and y. We first prove H 	 IMA.
Let p 2 H. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that ftðpÞ ¼ y. It follows that kp xk  kp yk. By (1),
we have ðy x; 2p x yÞ  0. Since p 2 H, we have
0  ðy x; 2p x yÞ  ky xk1. There is an index i
such that jyi  xij ¼ ky xk1 > 0. This implies that there
is a unit vector e 2 E with ðy x; eÞ ¼ ky xk1 < 0. It
f o l l ows tha t ðy x; 2pþ e x yÞ  0 and a l so
ðy x; 2pþ 2e x yÞ < 0. By (1), this implies that
m ¼ pþ 12 e satisfies km xk  km yk and that
kpþ e xk < kpþ e yk. We therefore have ftðpþ eÞ ¼
x and p 2 IMA.
Conversely, let p 2 IMA. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that ftðpÞ ¼ y. Since p 2 IMA and
B ¼ fx; yg, there is e 2 E with ftðpþ eÞ ¼ x and km
xk  km yk for m ¼ pþ 12 e. Since kp xk  kp yk,
(1) implies that ðy x; 2p x yÞ  0. The formula
about m yields ðy x; 2pþ e x yÞ  0 and, hence,
0  ðy x; 2p x yÞ  ðy x; eÞ  ky xk1. T h i s
proves that p 2 H. tu
In particular, this proves that, in this special case, the set
IMA does not depend on the choice of function ft (see also
Section 3.5).
We define an sq2-edge in Z d to be a pair of grid points
p; q 2 Z d with kp qk  ﬃﬃﬃ2p . Note that, in 3D, this corre-
sponds to 18-connectedness. We define an sq2-path to be a
sequence of grid points such that subsequent pairs are
sq2-edges. A subset of Z d is called sq2-connected if and only
if every pair of elements can be connected via an sq2-path.
In Z 2, sq2-connectivity is the same as 8-connectivity.
Lemma 11. The integer perpendicular bisector of a line segment
between x and y in Z d is sq2-connected.
Proof.Without loss of generality, we may assume that x ¼ 0
and that kyk1 equals the first coordinate y1 of y. Let H be
the integer perpendicular bisector of x and y. Then, H
consists of the grid points p with jðy; 2p yÞj  y1. Let H 0
be the subset of H that consists of the grid points p with
y1  ðy; 2p yÞ < y1 (note that the left-hand relation is
 , whereas the right-hand relation is < ). If p 2 H nH 0,
then ðy; 2p yÞ ¼ y1 so that p e1 2 H 0 for the first basis
vector e1 of Z
d. Therefore, every point p 2 H nH 0 has an
sq2-edge to H 0. It remains to show that H 0 is
sq2-connected.
Let f : Z d ! Z d1 be the projection function that
removes the first coordinates. It is easy to see that f
induces a bijection H 0 ! Z d1. Let g : Z d1 ! H 0 be the
inverse bi jection. If kq  q0k ¼ 1 in Z d1, then
kgðqÞ  gðq0Þk  ﬃﬃﬃ2p . Since Z d1 is Manhattan connected,
it follows that H 0 is sq2-connected. tu
We now formulate the following conjecture.
Conjecture 12. If the complement of B is bounded and
sq2-connected, then IMA is sq2-connected.
Remark 13. In general, IMA has codimension 1, but holes
in the background can generate pieces of IMA of higher
codimension, as the next example shows. Consider in Z 3
the background that consists of the 20 grid points x with
kxk1 ¼ 1 < kxk. Then, IMA is the union of the three
coordinate axes and is of codimension 2.
3.5 How Much Does IMA Depend upon the Choice
of ft?
A disadvantage of IMA is that it can (weakly) depend on
the choice of function ft within FT . The following is an
example.
Example 14. Take d ¼ 2. Let the background B consist of the
three points a ¼ ð6; 7Þ, b ¼ ð3; 9Þ, and c ¼ ð10; 2Þ. We
claim that, in this case, the question of whether 0 2 IMA
holds depends on the choice of ft.
We have the unit vectors e ¼ ð1; 0Þ, f ¼ ð0; 1Þ, and
e and f . It is easy to verify that FT ðeÞ ¼ fb; cg and
that FT ðxÞ ¼ fag for each x 2 f0;e; f;fg. It follows
that ftðeÞ ¼ b or c and that ftðxÞ ¼ a for each
x 2 f0;e; f;fg. The neighbors x 6¼ e of the
origin cannot be used to infer 0 2 IMA since
they have ftðxÞ ¼ ftð0Þ. Therefore, since kb ak >
1 and kc ak > 1, we get that 0 2 IMA if and only if
km ftðeÞk  km ak, where m ¼ 12 e. It turns out that
km ak ¼ 9:55, km bk ¼ 9:34, and km ck ¼ 9:71. This
implies 0 2 IMA if ftðeÞ ¼ b and 0 62 IMA if ftðeÞ ¼ c.
We will now show that, when the choice of ft within FT
is replaced by another, the set IMA does not change very
much. We first prove an auxiliary result about the case that
neighboring grid points have neighboring feature trans-
forms. For a vector e 6¼ 0, we write e? to denote the
hyperplane fz 2 IRd j z? eg. (Recall that “?” stands for
orthogonality.)
Lemma 15. Let p and q be grid points with kp qk ¼ 1. Assume
that x 2 FT ðpÞ and y 2 FT ðqÞ satisfy kx yk ¼ 1. Write
e ¼ q  p. Then, y ¼ xþ e and x p 2 e?.
Proof. We have e 2 E. By translation, we may assume that
p ¼ 0 and q ¼ e. Write f ¼ y x. Then, f 2 E. Since x
and y ¼ xþ f are both background points and x and f
are grid points, we have
x 2 FT ð0Þ ) kxk  kxþ fk ) 2ðx; fÞ þ 1  0
) ðx; fÞ  0:
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A similar calculation yields
xþ f 2 FT ðeÞ )kx eþ fk  kx ek
)2ðx e; fÞ þ 1  0) ðx; fÞ  ðe; fÞ  1:
Since e and f are elements of E, we have ðe; fÞ  1, with
equality if and only if e ¼ f . This implies that e ¼ f and
ðx; eÞ ¼ 0. tu
Lemma 16. Let p 2 Z d and y 2 FT ðpÞ and e 2 E be such that
ðy ftðpÞ; eÞ > 0. Then, we have p 2 IMA or pþ e 2 IMA.
Proof.Without loss of generality, we may assume that p ¼ 0.
Writex ¼ ftð0Þ. Then,wehavekyk ¼ kxk. Sincexand yare
integral, we have ðy x; eÞ  1. Since kxk ¼ kyk, we then
have kx ek2  ky ek2 ¼ 2ðy x; eÞ  2. Since y is a
background point, this implies that x 62 FT ðeÞ.
We write z ¼ ftðeÞ. Then, kx ek2  kz ek2  2
and, hence, x 6¼ z. If kz xk ¼ 1, then Lemma 15 implies
that kx ek2  kz ek2 ¼ 1 by the Theorem of Pytha-
goras. This proves that kx zk > 1 and, hence, 0 2 IMA
or e 2 IMA by the definition of IMA. tu
For every nonzero vector v, there is an element e 2 E
with ðv; eÞ > 0. Therefore, Lemma 16 implies:
Corollary 17. Assume that p is a grid point with #FT ðpÞ  2.
Then, p 2 IMA or pþ e 2 IMA for some e 2 E.
The next result shows that IMA does not depend
strongly on the choice of ft.
Theorem 18. Let ft1 and ft2 be two different choice functions
within FT . Let IMA1 and IMA2 be the corresponding sets
IMA. Assume that p 2 IMA1. Then, p 2 IMA2 or pþ e 2
IMA2 for some e 2 E.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
p ¼ 0. If FT ð0Þ has more than one element, Corollary 17
applied to IMA2 yields the assertion. We may therefore
assume that FT ð0Þ is a singleton set, say, FT ð0Þ ¼ fxg.
Then, ft1ð0Þ ¼ ft2ð0Þ ¼ x. Since 0 2 IMA1, there is
e 2 E such that y ¼ ft1ðeÞ satisfies kx yk > 1 and
k 12 e xk  k 12 e yk. By (1), this implies that ðy x; e
x yÞ  0 and, hence, ðy x; eÞ  kyk2  kxk2. Since
y 62 FT ð0Þ, we have kxk < kyk. This proves
0 < kyk2  kxk2  ðy x; eÞ: ð2Þ
It follows that kyk2  kxk2 < 2ðy x; eÞ or, equivalently,
ke yk < ke xk. This implies that x 62 FT ðeÞ. If
kx ft2ðeÞk > 1, then 0 or e is in IMA2 and we are done.
Wemay therefore assume that kft2ð0Þ  ft2ðeÞk  1, that
is, kx ft2ðeÞk  1.
Since x 62 FT ðeÞ, it follows that kx ft2ðeÞk ¼ 1.
Therefore, Lemma 15 implies that ft2ðeÞ ¼ xþ e and
x 2 e?. Since y and xþ e are both in FT ðeÞ, we have
kxk ¼ ky ek. Substitution in (2) yields 0 < kyk2  ky
ek2  ðy; eÞ or, equivalently, 0 < 2ðy; eÞ  1  ðy; eÞ. Since
ðy; eÞ is an integer, it follows that ðy; eÞ ¼ 1.
We now define z ¼ y e so that kzk ¼ kxk and z 2 e?.
Since kx yk > 1, we have z 6¼ x. Since kzk ¼ kxk, it
follows that ðx; z xÞ 6¼ 0. Consider the set of unit
vectors E0 ¼ ff 2 E j ðz x; fÞ  1g. Since e, e 62 E0,
the set E0 is an orthonormal set in e? and
z x ¼Pðz x; fÞf , where f ranges over E0. Since
ðx; z xÞ 6¼ 0, there is a unit vector f 2 E0 with ðx; fÞ 6¼ 0.
We shall prove that kft2ð0Þ  ft2ðfÞk > 1. We first
verify that
kf  xk > kf  yk
fformulað1Þg ðy x; 2f  x yÞ > 0
fz ¼ yþ eg ðzþ e x; 2f  x z eÞ > 0
fx; z; f 2 e?g ðz x; 2f  z xÞ  ðe; eÞ > 0
fkzk ¼ kxk; kek ¼ 1g 2ðz x; fÞ  1 > 0
ff 2 E0g true:
Since y 2 B, this implies that x 62 FT ðfÞ and, hence,
x 6¼ ft2ðfÞ. Recall that x ¼ ft2ð0Þ. If kx ft2ðfÞk ¼ 1,
Lemma 15 implies x?f , contradicting ðx; fÞ 6¼ 0. This
proves that kft2ð0Þ  ft2ðfÞk > 1. Therefore, 0 or f is an
element of IMA2. tu
4 PRUNING OF IMA
For many images, both natural and artificial, IMA contains
many “unwanted” points: points that a human observer
would not regard as belonging to a natural skeleton.
Therefore, when the medial axis is used for image analysis,
it is often useful to prune it of disturbing details in some
postprocessing phase. Our construction of the IMA yields
some information that is very useful for this purpose.
4.1 Constant Pruning
The easiest pruning, as proposed by us in [19], is to
strengthen the condition kftðpÞ  ftðpþ eÞk > 1 in the
definition of IMA by replacing “> 1” by “> ” for some
pruning parameter   1. This removes some points of
IMA that are due to staircasing of the discrete background.
Example 19. Let d ¼ 2. Let n 2 IN be given. Consider B
consisting of the grid points ðx; yÞ with jxj þ jyj > n. The
complement of B in Z 2 is bounded and connected. IMA
consists of the two coordinate axes together with the
checkerboard points ðx; yÞ with n jxj  jyj even. The
latter points are on the perpendicular bisectors of
neighboring points on the background. These points
disappear if one uses a pruning parameter   ﬃﬃﬃ2p .
When the background is given by jxj þ 2  jyj > n, one
needs   ﬃﬃﬃ5p to remove the artifacts of the skew lines.
In this way, IMA points for which the closest back-
ground points are too close together are pruned. Let us call
this method constant pruning. For many practical images,
one can find a value for  such that IMAðÞ is an acceptable
skeleton. The best value for  depends on the coarseness of
the image. On the one hand, a small value of  leads to
“unwanted” skeleton points due to the discretization of the
background B. On the other hand, if one wants a skeleton
that traverses a channel with a width of k pixels, one needs
to take  < k.
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4.2 Linear Pruning
For many images, one would want to apply a pruning
constant  that varies over the different regions of the
image, namely, small where dt is small and large where dt is
large.
This suggests taking  proportional to dt. More precisely,
for any 2 IN, let IMA½ consist of thepointsp 2 A such that,
for some e 2 E,wehavekftðpÞ  ftðpþ eÞk > 12 kftðpÞ  pþ
ftðpþ eÞ  ðpþ eÞk a n d km ftðpÞk  km ftðpþ eÞk,
where m ¼ pþ 12 e. Let us call this method linear pruning.
Referring to Fig. 3, we observe that, roughly speaking,
ftðpÞ and ftðpþ eÞ form the equal legs of an isosceles







kftðpÞ  ftðpþ eÞk=kftðpÞ  pþ ftðpþ eÞ  ðpþ eÞk > 1
2
:
For small , this reduces to the condition  > . Therefore, 
is a measure for the critical angle at which linear pruning
gets effective. Since we always have the additional condi-
tion that dif :¼ kftðpÞ  ftðpþ eÞk2 > 1 and dif is integer,
we see that linear pruning is only effective when
1
4 
2kftðpÞ  pþ ftðpþ eÞ  ðpþ eÞk is at least equal to 2,
i.e., at a certain distance from the background. For example,
if  ¼ 13 , linear pruning only becomes effective when




p ¼ 4:5 pixels from the background.
Linear pruning is more or less equivalent to removing all
points from the medial axis that have a bisector angle
smaller than some constant, as is used in Couprie and Zrour
[26]. It is not precisely the same since, for reasons of
efficiency, we consider all unordered pairs of neighboring
pixels, whereas Couprie and Zrour consider all pixels with
all their neighbors (this gives a factor of 2), and we consider
specific feature points, whereas they use all elements of the
feature set (called “downstream”).
4.3 Square-Root Pruning
Pruning the skeleton of points with a bisector angle less
than a fixed angle, say, 0 (or, equivalently, taking 
proportional to dt), has the following disadvantage. Assume
(in 2D) that the background is the union of two halfplanes
with an angle  , where  < 0. Then, every point of the
bisectrix of the angle has two feature transform points on
the boundary lines of the halfplanes with a bisector angle .
Since  < 0, the whole bisectrix is eliminated from the
skeleton. This is unsatisfactory since this bisectrix is the
RMA as defined in Section 3.1.
The remedy we propose is to let  grow slower than dt,
roughly speaking proportional to the square root of dt. In
the case of an obtuse angle between two halfplanes, this
would have the effect that only the IMA points close to the
top are pruned from the bisectrix. The choice to take a factor
like the square root of dt is justified as follows:
A halfspace of IRd is a subset of the form H ¼ fX 2
IRd j ðu; xÞ  cg for some u 2 IRd and some c 2 IR. An
integral halfspace is an intersection H \ Z d, where H is a
halfspace. We now want to prune our definition of IMA in
such a way that the IMA is empty whenever the back-
ground is an integral halfspace and not more than necessary
for this purpose.
In order to get a good pruning value, we need to know,
for any pair of neighboring grid points, the maximal
distance between feature transform points in any halfspace,
expressed in something like their distance transforms. We
do not completely know the answer, but we have a
reasonably supported guess and a fully supported partial
answer. We first present the guess.
Conjecture 20. There is a constant Cd, depending only on the
dimension d, such that, for every integral halfspace B of IRd,
every p; q 2 Z d,x 2 FT ðpÞ, and y 2 FT ðqÞ with kp qk ¼ 1,
we have
kx yk2  2  ðp q; x yÞ þ kx pþ y qk þ Cd: ð3Þ
The critical issue is the occurrence of a square to the left of
the inequality sign and the absence of squares to the right.





by Van der Kallen [27], who also has
indications that the inequality holds for d ¼ 3with C3 ¼ 1:5.
In view of Conjecture 20, we define IMA-SRP to consist
of the points p 2 A such that, for some q 2 A, we have kp
qk ¼ 1 and kftðpÞ  ftðqÞk > 1 and
kftðpÞ  ftðqÞk2 > 2  ðp q; ftðpÞ  ftðqÞÞ
þ kftðpÞ þ ftðqÞ  p qk þ Cd
ð4Þ
and km ftðpÞk  km ftðqÞk, where m ¼ 12 ðpþ qÞ. The
definition immediately implies that IMA-SRP 	 IMA. The
resulting skeleton is fairly insensitive to the choice of Cd.
For d ¼ 2, we take C2 ¼ 1, being the integer closest to the





The application of formula (4) in the definition of
IMA-SRP is called square-root pruning. The pruning
precludes IMA-SRP from traversing a very narrow
channel, like a single Manhattan path. IMA-SRP does
traverse a channel, however, if it is wide enough for two
pawns to walk abreast. IMA-SRP is not necessarily
connected. For example, in 2D, if the image consists of the
points (0, 0), (4, 0), (0, 20), and (4, 20), IMA-SRP consists of
three segments: the short segments of the points ð2; tÞ with
jtj  4 and jt 20j  4 and the long segment of the points
ðt; 10Þ with jt 2j  181.
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Fig. 3. Linear pruning is equivalent to setting a minimum on the bisector
angle .
5 IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Computation of IMA
The program code for the skeletonization step for d ¼ 3 is
shown in Algorithm 4. We work with squared distances
instead of distances, which avoids the computation of
square roots and thus saves time.
Algorithm 4: Program fragment for computing the IMA
skeleton from the feature transform. The pruning condition in
the compare procedure is given in (5)-(7).
procedure IMA skeleton
Input: feature transform ft3½i; j; k of input data input½i; j; k
of size m n p
Output: skeleton skel½i; j; k of size m n p
define WHITE 1 ( foreground value )
define BLACK 0 ( background value )
define SKEL 1 ( skeleton value )
for i :¼ 0 to m 1 do
for j :¼ 0 to n 1 do
for k :¼ 0 to p 1 do
if

i > 0 and ðinput½i; j; k ¼WHITE or
input½i 1; j; k ¼WHITEÞ
then compare(i, j, k, i - 1, j, k) endif
if

j > 0 and ðinput½i; j; k ¼WHITE or
input½i; j 1; k ¼WHITEÞ
then compare(i, j, k, i, j - 1, k) endif
if

k > 0 and ðinput½i; j; k ¼WHITE or
input½i; j; k 1 ¼WHITEÞ




procedure compare(i, j, k,p,q, r)
x :¼ ½i; j; k; y :¼ ½p; q; r
xf :¼ ft3½x; yf :¼ ft3½y
if kxf  yfk2 > 1 and pruning condition then
crit :¼ inprodðxf  yf ; xf þ yf  x yÞ
if crit  0 then skel½x :¼ SKEL
endif
if crit  0 then skel½y :¼ SKEL
endif
endif
The constant SKEL in the procedure IMA skeleton of
Algorithm 4 can be chosen arbitrarily as long as it is distinct
from WHITE and BLACK. Also, we have added a test in this
procedure that checks whether at least one of the points
ði; j; kÞ and ðp; q; rÞ that are tested in the procedure compare is
a foreground point in the input. We will refer to this as
“optimized skeletonization.” The rationale for this is that a
point that belongs to the background can never be a skeleton
point. If one omits this test (“nonoptimized skeletonization”),
the skeletononeobtains is the same, but the computation time
for the skeletonization step will be (much) larger if the input
contains many background points.
Another optimization that saves memory is to use an in-
place calculation of the skeleton points, that is, to modify the
value of a point ði; j; kÞ in the input array from WHITE to
SKEL when the algorithm has determined that ði; j; kÞ is a
skeleton point. If desired, one may always, in a postproces-
sing step, put all remaining (that is, nonskeleton) fore-
ground points in the input image to background.
The pruning condition in the compare procedure is given
by the following equations, depending on the type of
pruning chosen:
. Constant pruning:
kxf  yfk2 > 2: ð5Þ
. Linear pruning:
kxf  yfk2 > 1
4
2kxf þ yf  x yk2: ð6Þ
. Square-root pruning:
kxf  yfk2  2  inprodðx y; xf  yfÞ
þ kxf þ yf  x yk þ Cd:
ð7Þ
We will refer to the IMA-skeleton with constant, linear, and
square-root pruning as IMA-CP , IMA-LP , and IMA-SRP ,
respectively.
For 2D images, the code has to be trivially adapted by
omitting the loop over the third spatial index in the
skeleton code fragment and using x :¼ ½i; j; y :¼ ½p; q in
the compare code fragment. In the case of square-root
pruning for d ¼ 2, we take C2 ¼ 1, for d ¼ 3, we take C3 ¼
1:5 (see Section 4.3).
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have run the skeletonization algorithm on several data
sets, looking at skeleton quality, memory usage, and
computation time, both for 2D images and 3D volumes.
All performance measurements were carried out on a PC
with a 2.8 GHz Pentium processor with a level-2 cache size
of 1,024 Kbytes and 1,024 Mbytes of internal memory.
6.1 Skeletonization Quality
6.1.1 2D Skeletons
To get an idea of the quality of our skeletonization
algorithm, we first give a number of examples of
2D skeletons, see Fig. 4. For comparison, we also show
the CMD skeletons.
As can be seen from the results, the nonpruned IMA
output is very sensitive to discretization, leading to
extended barbs starting at the background. Constant
pruning of IMA with  sufficiently high effectively
suppresses these barbs. The value of  to be used will in
general depend on the input image. In the examples, we
have chosen  such that the major skeleton branches
(branches that approximate the RMA after smoothing of
the boundary) remain intact and connected. This means
that, for images with small canals, such as the angiographic
image in Fig. 4 (lowest row), the value of  will be smaller
than for an image with many straight boundaries, like in the
first row in Fig. 4. For linear pruning, we observe the effect
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already discussed in Section 4: Close to the background, no
pruning takes place. This can be improved somewhat by
increasing , but again at the cost of disturbing the main
skeleton branches. Square-root pruning has the advantage
over the other two pruning methods that no parameter has
to be set, without any substantial additional computational
costs. It generally has much fewer background artifacts than
linear pruning. For data with straight boundaries, it is as
good as constant pruning with a suitably chosen parameter
value. For images with more curved details, constant
pruning with a suitably chosen value of  can give a result
that is visually more pleasing than that of square-root
pruning in the sense that the skeleton has fewer small
branches. The CMD skeletons also have some background
artifacts, as well as a small amount of noise along the main
skeleton branches. With some pruning, this could be
removed. Pruned IMA skeletons, as well as CMD
skeletons, may be disconnected. If desired, connected
skeletons can be obtained by postprocessing techniques
such as connected thinning. If additional topological
characteristics are required, then topology-preserving thin-
ning should be employed.
6.1.2 3D Skeletons
For the 3D case, the IMA skeleton will consist of surface
patches. To get insight into the structure of these skeleton
surfaces, we will use volume-rendering techniques with
transparency and color [28].
The experiments were performed for several 3D data
sets: 1) CT scan of a tooth (source: The Volume Library1),
2) an angiographic data set and a scan of an engine,2 and
3) a “horse” data set (a polygonal surface model which was
scan converted to a voxel representation at several resolu-
tions; source: Large Geometric Model Archive, Georgia
Institute of Technology3).
The volume data sets were first converted to binary
format by thresholding them with a small threshold value.
This operation also removed some background noise. The
sizes of the data sets are given in Table 1.
As we have seen for the 2D case, linear pruning leads to
skeletons that have many small barbs at the object
boundaries. Although this may still be acceptable in 2D,
this no longer holds for 3D skeletons. In this case, linear
pruning will give rise to many small extrusions at the
skeleton surface of the input volume. These “surface barbs”
form a dense surface that obstructs the view of the major
skeleton surface inside the object volume. Therefore, in the
next examples, we only consider constant pruning and
square-root pruning.
For the “horse” and “tooth” data sets, the skeletons are
visualized in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. We show three
views from different viewing angles. For reference, the
input surface is rendered partially transparent in the
skeleton renderings. Constant pruning with  ¼ 7 gives
quite good results, with fewer small surface barbs than in
the case of square-root pruning. For larger values of , the
skeleton becomes heavily disconnected.
For the toothdata set,wealso showsomeslices through the
3D skeletons in Fig. 7 at several locations in the volume. Note
that these images represent slices through a 3D skeleton;
therefore, they only give an indication of skeleton quality.
We conclude that our IMA algorithm with appropriately
chosen pruning strategies can give surface skeletons that
display major shape characteristics of binary volume data.
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional images with their skeletons. From left to right: Original image (foreground in white, background in gray); IMA skeleton;
IMA skeleton, constant pruning; IMA skeleton, linear pruning; IMA skeleton, square-root pruning; and CMD skeleton.
6.2 Memory Usage
The algorithm consists of two steps, that is, the feature
transform and the skeletonization step. As is apparent from
the code fragments in Algorithms 1-3, the feature transform
algorithm is not very cache friendly. This means that the
algorithmwill slow down as soon as the required data do not
fit in the cache. Another transition occurs when the data no
longer fit in internal memory. Therefore, in our timings
experiments, we first consider the case of 2D images of
various sizes that all fit in cachememory. Thereafter, we look
at a number of large 3Ddata sets forwhich this is not the case.
The required memory for the complete algorithm can be
determined as follows: cf., Algorithm 4. Recall that m, n,
and p are the dimensions of the input volume. First, we
need to load the data. Since the input is a binary volume, we
can use one byte for each volume element, requiring m  n 
p bytes of storage. In the feature transform routine, three
arrays, ft1½x; y; z, ft2½x; y; z, and ft3½x; y; z, of type integer
are used (we need integers to encode the spatial position of
the feature transform points). One can check that we need at
most two of these at any given time during execution (the
array ft3 can be used to hold the final result). We also need
room for three 1D arrays, g½ , s½ , and t½ , of type integer,
with dimension N ¼ maxðm;n; pÞ. The values in the feature
transform can be stored as integers. Therefore, we need
storage for 2m  n  pþ 3N integers. For the output array
skel½x; y; z, one needs, in principle, another m  n  p bytes,
but we always use in-place calculation (see Section 5.1),
where the input array is used for holding the skeletons
points. Adding this up, we find that we need storage for a
total of m  n  p bytes and 2m  n  pþ 3N integers.
When the input is 2D (m ¼ n ¼ N , p ¼ 1), we found that
the required storage does not exceed the cache size on our
system as long as N is not much larger than 200. For the
3D case, the size of the data we used always exceeded the
cache size. However, as long as the product m  n  p is not
larger than around 50 million points, the total storage




To verify the linear time character of our algorithm, we first
computed the timings for a number of 2D images of size
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TABLE 1
Timing Results for Feature Transform, Nonoptimized IMA Skeletonization (Skeleton),
and Optimized IMA Skeletonization (Skeleton-Opt) Steps for Several 3D Data Sets
CPU times (seconds) are averages over 10 runs. Data dimensions, total input size (bytes), and percentage of foreground points (PFP) are indicated.
Fig. 5. Volume renderings of binary horse data (128 280 232 voxels)
and its skeletons (side, front, and top views). First column: Input data.
Second column: IMA-CP skeleton with  ¼ 7. Third column: IMA-SRP
skeleton. In the skeleton renderings, the input volume is rendered
partially transparent.
Fig. 6. Volume renderings of binary tooth data (256 256 161 voxels)
and its skeletons (side, front, and top views). First column: Input data.
Second column: IMA-CP skeleton with  ¼ 7. Third column: IMA-SRP
skeleton. In the skeleton renderings, the input volume is rendered
partially transparent.
N N , where N did not exceed 200, so that the cache size is
large enough to hold all (temporary) data. The result is
plotted in Fig. 8. Displayed is the cumulative CPU time (sum
of system and user time, excluding data I/O) for 100 runs,
both for the feature transform and the optimized skeletoniza-
tion (unpruned). The images were rescaled versions of a
single input image, so the fraction of foreground points was
constant. We found that the timings for the feature
transform step and nonoptimized skeletonization step (not
shown) only very weakly depend on image content. For the
optimized skeletonization step, this is evidently not the
case: Since only foreground points have to be checked, this
step will be dependent on the number of foreground points
in the input. As can be observed in Fig. 8, both the feature
transform and the skeletonization scale linearly with input
size. That the optimized skeletonization scales linearly in
this case can be explained by the fact that all input images
were rescaled versions of the same initial image.
6.3.2 3D Skeletons
Next, we report on timing experiments for the 3D data sets
listed in Section 6. The results are given in Table 1 for the
feature transform and the nonoptimized and the optimized
skeletonization steps. Times are averages over 10 repetitions.
The input data comprised between 2 and 66 Mbytes of
memory. From the table, one may infer that the behavior of
the feature transform and the nonoptimized skeletonization
is still approximately linear until data sets become so large
(for example, “house-5”) that the storage requirements
exceed the size of the internal memory and the system starts
swapping. Timings for data sets of similar size do not differ
much (compare the “vessels” and “horse-3” data sets). By
contrast, the optimized skeletonization time is strongly
dependent on the number of foreground pixels and also on
the structure of the input. Notice, for example, that the
optimized skeletonization time for the “tooth” data set is
much smaller than that of the “engine” data set, although the
latter has much fewer foreground points. Compared to the
nonoptimized version, optimized skeletonization yields a
speed gain factor varying from 5 to 25, depending on the
input.
To study the dependence of skeletonization time on the
type of pruning, we show in Table 2 timing results for the
optimized skeletonization step for several types of pruning
and pruning parameters. As can be seen from the table, the
skeletonization time depends very weakly on pruning type.
In the case of nonoptimized skeletonization, skeletonization
time is virtually independent of pruning type (not shown).
Therefore, we can conclude that it is computationally equally
cheap to carry out skeletonization with or without pruning.
Our skeletonization algorithm is well suited for paralle-
lization on a shared memory machine since the computa-
tion in orthogonal planes (rows, columns) is independent of
the computation of other planes (rows, columns). In the
different phases, the independent planes (rows, columns)
are distributed over the processors. The phases must be
separated by a barrier, which assures that all processors
have completed a certain phase before any of them starts
with the next one.
7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new skeleton definition, the integer
medial axis (IMA), that is intended to look like the real
medial axis of a smoothing of the background of the input
data and tends to be connected when the complement of the
background is connected, while still being computable in
linear time. We proved a number of fundamental properties
of the IMA skeleton and compared these with properties of
the CMD (centers of maximal disks) skeleton. Several
pruning methods for IMA skeletons were introduced
(constant, linear, and square-root pruning) and their
properties were studied. Constant and linear pruning
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Fig. 7. Slices through skeletons of binary tooth data. First column: Input
slice. Second column: IMA-CP skeleton with  ¼ 7. Third column:
IMA-SRP skeleton. In the skeleton renderings, the input slice is also
rendered.
Fig. 8. Linear fit of timing results of IMA skeletonization for 2D images
of size N N, where N ¼ 64, 80, 100, 128, 150, 180, 200.
TABLE 2
Timing Results for the Optimized Skeletonization Step
CPU times (seconds) are the averages over 10 runs. Pruning: constant
(CP-1:  ¼ 1, CP-10:  ¼ 10), linear (LP-1:  ¼ 1), and square-root
ðSRP Þ.
require the adjustment of a single parameter, whereas
square-root pruning is parameter-free. The latter method
was designed to suppress artifacts due to straight back-
ground discretization.
We presented an efficient algorithm to compute the IMA
skeleton, based upon a linear time feature transform
algorithm that is an extension of our previous EDT
algorithm [16]. Experimental results for 2D and 3D input
data were presented. For all program parts, explicit and
compact pseudocode was given, which makes our algorithm
straightforward to implement. If desired, our source code
is available upon request.
Regarding skeletonization quality, we found that either
constant pruning or square-root pruning gives quite
acceptable results. Since there is no such thing as the “best”
skeleton, the question of which skeleton one prefers
depends on the criteria that one imposes upon the
constructed skeleton. The main point we want to make
here is that no matter what type of pruning one chooses,
with whatever value of , our algorithm is able to compute
the corresponding skeleton very fast in a time which is
linear in the image size and is almost independent of
pruning method.
The computation time of the feature transform and
skeletonization steps was experimentally shown to follow
the predicted linear-time behavior to a very good approx-
imation. For large data sets, caching effects cause deviations
from the expected linear behavior. For data of up to, say,
20 million input points, the computation time is on the
order of seconds on state-of-the-art PCs. This allows our
skeletonization method to be used in interactive settings,
where the user can simultaneously skeletonize and visua-
lize 3D data. For even larger data, one can use parallel
versions of our algorithm (which is very easy to parallelize)
or use special graphics hardware computation to keep
computation time within the interactive range [21].
The CMD skeleton, which served as our prime motiva-
tion for the present work, has comparable quality to our
IMA skeleton. However, it is much more expensive to
compute since CMD computation is quadratic in the
number of input points [14] and, hence, becomes prohibi-
tively slow for large 3D data sets. A more efficient
algorithm (probably no more than Oðn1:5ÞÞ is given in [22],
but its complexity is still far from linear. The unpruned
IMA skeleton has many more points than CMD, but our
pruned IMA-SRP skeleton has slightly fewer points than
CMD and, depending on the input, fewer artifacts. In
contrast, CMD is better for compression of binary image or
volume data in the sense that the data are still reconstruc-
tible from CMD. Another difference with CMD is that the
unpruned IMA may be connected, although we have no
proof of this conjecture at the moment.
We mention several ideas for future work. First, there is
the question of the topological characteristics of the
(unpruned) IMA skeleton. Although we conjectured that
it is connected, we thus far have no proof. Second, the issue
of reconstruction from IMA-like skeletons will be consid-
ered. Finally, instead of surface skeletons, it is also
interesting to look at the line skeleton (or centerline) in
3D. An algorithm based on the fast marching method was
presented in [29], having complexity OðN logNÞ, withN the
number of input points. An interesting question is whether
the definition of IMA can be adapted to compute such a
line skeleton in linear time.
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